
YEAR 5 LONG TERM PLAN 
 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

ENGLISH -Novel as a theme: 
Cosmic 

-Poetry: Cosmic Disco  

- Norwegian Folk Tale: 
East o the sun West o 

the moon. 
-Persuasive letter: 

Varmints 

-novel as a theme: hugo 
cabret 

-Narrative Classic 
Poetry: The 

Highwayman 

-Stories with hisotical 
settings, Viking Boy 

-Information text 
hybrid, reports: vikings 

- Adventure stories 
Shackleton’s journey 

-Reports: Shackleton’s 
journey 

-stories from another 
culture: The Explorer 

adventure 
-debate: Amazon 

Rainforest 

MATHS -Place value 
-addition and 
subtraction 
-statistics 

-Statistics 
-mult and div 

-perimeter and area 
 

-mult and div 
-fractions 

-fractions 
-decimals and 
percentages 

-Decimals 
-properties of shapes 

-position and direction 
-converting units 

-volume 

SCIENCE Earth and space Forces Changing materials Living things and 
habitats 

 

Working scientifically Animals including 
humans 

HISTORY  ANGLO-SAXONS  VIKINGS Journeys  

GEOG Changes in our local 
environment 

 A study of an alpine 
region 

  JOURNEYS: TRADE 

ART/DT Art- painting DT- Food 
 

Dt- structures Dt- 3d modelling  Art- collage Dt- mechanical systems 

COMPUTING Coding Coding Online safety 
and 3d modelling 

Databases and graphing Spreadsheets Game creator Concept maps 

MUSIC Living on a prayer (rock) Classroom jazz 1 The fresh prince of bel 
air (hip hop) 

The fresh prince of bel 
air (hip hop) 

Dancing in the street 
(motown) 

Summer production 

RE Christianity: god Islam: the qur’an Hinduism: stories of 
krishna 

Christianity: miracles of 
jesus 

Christianity: the church Judaism: laws 

PSHE/MFL Pshe- Families and 
friendships, physical 
and mental welbeing   

Mfl- Greetings, colours 
and numbers 

Pshe- respectful 
relationships, Media 
literacy and digital 

resilience  
Mfl- colours, classroom 
commands, calendar, 

celebrations  

Pshe- Safe relationships 
and keeping safe 

 
Mfl- animals 

Pshe- belonging to a 
community, money and 

work 
Mfl- carnival, using 

numbers, Easter time 

Pshe- brilliant Britain, 
growing and changing   

 
Mfl- fruits and 

vegetables  

Pshe- financial 
capability, self-

awareness, changing 
me 

Mfl- going on a picnic/ 
language puzzle 

PE -invasion games: tag 
rugby 

-dance: Earthlings 
 

-invasion games- 
Netball 

-Gymnastics: matching 
and mirroring 

-invasion games- 
badminton  

-Gymnastics: 

-creative games: 
teambuilding  

-Striking and fielding 
games- cricket 

-Oaa 
-striking and fielding- 

Rounders 

-athletics 
-Dance: highwayman 

 


